
Optional:
Make a tea-bag bubbler
out of a cap & elbow with
a length of pipe to fit the 
bottom of the bag, and a
riser matching the height
of main bubbler.

1/2" Thin-wall PVC

1/2" PVC caps (4)

1/2" PVC 90° elbow (3)

bottom of
5 gallon food-
grade bucket

5 1/2"

3 1/2"

1/2" slip to threaded coupler  
1/2" threaded to 1/4" barb

1" lengths of 1/2" PVC pipe (4)

PVC Bubbler for compost tea

Notes:

1/2" PVC cross

1/2" PVC 90° elbow
to ~15-16" riser

1/2" PVC Tee

Connect with 1" lengths
of 1/2" PVC pipe:

~  /   " or smaller air holes
 in pipes. The holes can be

drilled or use a soldering iron
 with a very fine sharp point tip.
 More smaller holes are better,

 and are easier to make with
 the soldering iron fine tip.

(The point should just barely
 penetrate the inner pipe wall.)

161

Run the irrigation tube through a 1/4" hole @
top of bucket (to keep it from pulling out).

5

Use a brick or tile to sink the bubbler,
and to hold the irrigation tube when spraying.

4

After each  use, pull the pieces apart and
wash thoroughly.

3
Do NOT cement parts together.2
Connect barb to 1/4" ID tubing, to air pump.1



Bubbler bucket to brew compost tea

Qty Ea Total Description

1 2.18 2.18 1/2" PVC thin wall pipe 10' Lowe's part#23987
2 0.99 1.98 1/4" x 1/2" barbed adapter  (1 for **) Lowe's part#645662
2 0.57 1.14 1/2" slip + threaded coupler  (1 for **) Lowe's part#23861
4 0.28 1.12 1/2" 90° elbow  (1 for **) Lowe's part#23867
1 1.26 1.26 1/2" cross Lowe's part#24087
1 0.54 0.54 1/2" Tee Lowe's part#23873
5 0.38 1.90 1/2" cap  (1 for **) Lowe's part#23937

10.12
1 5.49 5.49 1/4" ID 3/8" OD x 20' air tubing Lowe's part#
1 1.35 1.35 1 gallon paint strainer bag Lowe's part#126392
1 2.19 2.19 1/4" Nylon Tee (optional splitter) Lowe's part#645820
1 0.65 0.65 brick or tile (weight to hold down the bubbler)
2 4.68 9.36 5 gallon FOOD GRADE bucket (1 bubbler, 1 extra for straining Lowe's part#356492
2 2.18 4.36 FOOD GRADE 5 gallon lid Lowe's part#356493
1 6.78 6.78 Large air stone (optional: finer bubbles, but may clog) amazon.com/gp/product/B00564IT5S

30.18

1 42.00 42.00 900+ GPH Air pump 42.00 Amazon.com/gp/product/B00BVLDRU2
Total 82.30

Hose-end sprayer assembly

1 9.97 9.97 Chameleon hose-end sprayer (*calibration off: check yours) Home Depot SKU#243271
detatchable input hose for spraying large areas from bucket or Lowe's item#337960

1 11.97 11.97 Ortho hose-end sprayer (alternative or in addition) Home Depot Model # 0841001
non-removable input hose, but stronger spray for reaching or Lowe's item#549199
higher in trees.

1 5.00 5.00 1/4" drip irrigation distribution tube (20') Whittle off a Lowe's part#208024
little around the ends so it will fit into the sprayer hole.

1 Short hose for chlorine filter *dial *actual (on Chameleon; Orthos is accurate)
(or laundry hose w/M-M hose adapter) 26.94 8oz 14oz = 1:9 {good concentration for turf}

parts $109.24 6oz 12oz = 1:11
** Optional tea bag bubbler 5.3oz 11oz = 1:12

4oz 8oz  = 1:16 {1:20 minimum for turf}
* The calibration on my hose-end sprayer is off (by ~2x). I filled the container 3oz 6oz  = 1:21
to 32 oz,sprayed into a gallon container till full, then subtracted what remained 2.5oz 5oz  = 1:25
from 32. 1:20 is minimum for turf: 4oz on the dial. Confirm with yours. 2oz 4oz  = 1:32


